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Abstract

Several methods (independent subsamples, cross-validation, and bootstrapping) have been proposed for
estimating the error rates of classifiers. The power of the various estimators (i.e., their variances and
confidence limits, their ability to test the null hypothesis) has received relatively little attention in the
machine learning literature. The biases and variances of each of the estimators are examined empirically.
Cross-validation, 10-fold or greater, is seen to be superior, the other methods are biased, have poorer variance,
or are prohibitively time-consuming. Textbook formulas which assume a large test set (i.e., a normal
distribution) are commonly used to approximate the confidence limits of error rates or as an approximate
significance test for comparing error rates. Expressions for determining more exact limits and significance
levels for small samples are given here, and criteria are also given for determining when these more exact
methods should be used. The normal distribution is a poor approximation to the confidence interval in most

cases, but is usually useful for significance tests when the proper mean and variance expressions are used. A
commonly used ±2<t test uses an improper expression for cr, which is too low and leads to a high likelihood
of Type I errors.

^running title: Small Sample Error Rates
^keywords: Cross-validation, Bootstrap, Beta Distribution, Confidence Intervals, Significance Tests
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1 Introduction

The classification problem is; Given a finite set of classified examples from a population, described

by their values for some set of attributes, infer a mechanism for predicting the classification of any

member of the population given only the member's attributes' values.

Many methods have been proposed, most falling into one of the following broad families:

• Nearest-neighbor methods

• Discriminant Analysis methods

• Decision Tree methods

• Artificial Neural Network methods

Regardless of the inference method, there are three immediate questions:

1. Given a classifier, how accurate is it? (Except in those rare cases where the sample is the

entire population, this can only be estimated.)

2. Given two or more classifiers, whether inferred by the same or by different methods, which is

probably most accurate?

3. How much confidence can be placed in an assertion that one classifier is better than another?

There is yet another issue, not directly concerned with accuracy per se: Given two or more classifiers

with equivalent accuracy, which is simplest or most efficient (i.e., how are ties to be broken)? The

scope of this question, especially as concerned with comparisons between classifiers of different

types {e.g., a decision tree vs. a neural network), is too broad to be dealt with in this paper —

see [13] for a review and recommendations.

There is a substantial body of literature on estimating mean or expected error rates, and a clear

consensus that some type of resampling technique is necessary to obtain unbiased estimates. These

resampling methods fall into four main families:

1. Independent subsamples for classifier inference and error rate estimation [3, pp. 11-12].



2. Leave-one-out and fc-fold cross-validation (subsampling without replacement) methods [3,

pp. 12-13].

3. Bootstrap (subsampling with replacement) methods [6].

4. Hybrid methods, such as Efron's [6] 632b bootstrap and Weiss' LOO* [17] method.

The cross-validation methods are probably the most widely used, especially when the available

samples are small, with the independent subsamples methods being preferred by some [3, pp. 11-

12] when very large samples are available. The bootstrap and hybrid methods are computationally

expensive and poorly understood and, hence, not widely used.

The power of the various estimators {i.e., their variances and confidence limits, their ability to reject

the nuU hypothesis when the alternative is true, see [16, pp. 297-299]) has received relatively little

attention in the machine learning literature (as compared to the literature on mean error rates).

Given two unbiased estimators, if one has a lower variance it is more powerful for discriminating

between different classifiers and is the preferred estimator for that reason. If two unbiased estimators

have equal power, the least computationally expensive method is preferred.

2 Error Rate Terminology and Methods

For practical purposes, a population is defined by a set of members, a set of classes, a set of

attributes, and the procedures for measuring or assigning the classification and attribute values.

Thus, any measurement errors, naming errors, inconsistencies, or omissions are characteristics of

the population, not of an inference method.

For a given population, there is a hypothetical least-error-rate classifier. Its associated inherent

minimum error rate (inherent error)^ would ideally be zero, but might well be non-zero because

of data errors or because the given attributes are not sufficient to fully separate the classes. This

inherent error is a fixed (unknown) quantity, not a random variable. It is of interest here as a

summary value for the population and as a reference target (the goal of the classifier inference

methods is to come as close as possible to this target).

^Throughout this paper, the terms error and error rate (meaning misclassification rate) wiU be used interchange
ably. The term bias (rather than error) is used to refer to a systematic difference between error rate estimates
(non-zero average difference), and the term precision is used to refer to the rms variability of such differences.



For a given population and type of classifier (or inference method), there is another hypothetical

inherent error rate, which is a function of both the population and the representation language

(which is often implicitly tied to the inference method). Linear discriminant and single nearest-

neighbor classifiers, for instance, represent the boundaries between classes by a series of hyperplanes.

If the least-error-rate classifier's boundaries are curved surfaces, methods using linear boundaries

can only approximate those least-error boundaries. The hypothetical classifier which approximates

those boundaries most closely has the language-intrinsic minimum error rate (language-intrinsic

error), which is greater than the inherent minimum error rate. The language-intrinsic error is a

fixed (unknown) quantity, not a random variable. It is of interest here because it points out one

reason that different inference methods can lead to classifiers with very different performance (other

causes are the various search strategies and heuristics used).

References are frequently found in the literature {e.g., in the classic CART text [3, pp. 13-17]) to

a Bayes' rule or Bayes' or Bayesian classifier or rate. As defined by CART, the Bayes' rule error

rate is synonymous with the inherent error, in that any other classifier has at least this error rate.

This Bayes' nomenclature is confusing, for several reasons:

• The term Bayes' rule is sometimes used in the context of a particular kind of classifier [e.g., a

CART-style decision tree), of a "no data optimal rule" [3, pp. 178,354], or of finding a Bayes'

rule classifier for the sample. These are references to the language-intrinsic error, not to the

inherent error. That is, the ideal CART-style decision tree is not necessarily the best possible

classifier.

• These terms are easy to confuse with Bayes' Theorem and Bayesian Statistical Analysis.

They might be misconstrued as any classifier inferred using Bayesian analysis techniques

{e.g., AutoClass [4]), or as only those classifiers.

Given a population, a sample of N items from the population (the sample is here defined to be aU

the data currently available for classifier inference and testing), and a classifier inferred from the

sample by some means, that classifier has a true error rate — the fraction of items that would be

misclassified if the entire population could be tested. For any particular classifier, the true error

rate is a fixed (unknown) quantity, a function of the population and classifier, and not a random



variable.

If only a random subset of Q items from the sample is used to infer the classifier (a training set,

the unused items forming a test set), there is usually a very large number^ of distinct possible

training/test set splits. Since the training set is random, the inferred classifier is random (if the

experiment is repeated, a different result will probably be obtained, even though the population,

sample, and inference method remain the same), due simply to the random subsampling variance.

Under these (random subsampling) circumstances, although the true error rate of the particular

classifier is a fixed quantity, it is more appropriate to speak ofthe true error rate of the subsampling

inference method — the expected (mean) value of the true error rates of these individual splits'

inferred classifiers, averaged over all possible splits. A particular split's classifier's true error rate,

or the average of the true error rates over several splits, is only an estimate of that expected value.

Such an estimate is a random function of the population, sample, and inference method.

Since the sample is not the entire population, the true error rate of any particular classifier can

only be estimated from this sample data by some method. When random subsampling is used in

obtaining the particular classifier(s), this becomes a process of estimating the value of an estimate.

When more than one training/test split is used and the estimated error rates averaged, a trouble

some question arises: To exactlywhat classifier does this averaged estimated error rate correspond?

(When the classifiers are decision trees, for example, there is no practical notion of what it would

mean to average the classifiers.) To answer this question note that (as shown later, see Table 1)

for any inference method, the inferred classifier whose true error is closest to the language-intrinsic

error is most likely to be obtained by using the entire sample for classifier inference. Then, the

solution is fairly clear: infer a classifier using all of the available data and some inference method,

and estimate that classifier's true error rate using one or another estimator (estimation method).

One set of criteria for evaluating a proposed estimator are the bias and precision with which it

estimates that whole-sample true error rate, measured by the average and rms values of (EST -

TER) over a wide range of populations and sample sizes (where EST is the estimated error rate

and TER the true error rate).

^N\ j Q\ [N —Q)! if Q is fixed, otherwise S{2,N) = —1 (a Stirling number of the second kind [1, pp.
824-825]).



As noted in the introduction, various estimators have been proposed:

• Apparent error rate — The fraction of items misclassified when testing on the same items

used to infer the classifier {i.e., on the training set). Sometimes caUed the resubstitution

estimate [3, p. 11].

The apparent error rate is known to be biased (optimistic). In simple nearest-neighbor clas

sifiers, for instance, every item in the training set is its own nearest neighbor, resulting in an

apparent error rate of zero (if the data are consistent). This problem is sometimes solved by

finding the nearest non-identical neighbor, which can be extended to other classifier types as

the leave-one-out method (see below).

• Independent subsamples — The sample is randomly split into a training set from which the

classifier is inferred and a test set from which the estimated error rate is later determined.

Typically either one-half, one-third, or one-fourth of the sample is used for the test set.

• k-fold cross-validation — The sample is randomly divided into k approximately equal-size

subsets. For each of the subsets, the remaining k-1 subsets are combined to form a training

set and the resulting classifier's error rate determined on the reserved subset. A weighted

average of the k error rate estimates is used (weighted for the test set size). For k N, the

entire procedure may be iterated many (typically 100) times and those results averaged.

When k equals the sample size, N, the leave-one-out estimate is obtained.

• Bootstrapping — A training set of size N is chosen randomly with replacement. Thus, each

item in the size N sample may appear 0, 1, or more times in the training set (for large N, an

average of (1 —1/e) = 63.2% of the items wiU be used in the training set). Only those items

which do not appear in the training set are used for the test set, and only once each. This

procedure is iterated many (typically 200) times and the error rates averaged.

• Hybrid methods — Various combinations of the preceeding estimators have been proposed,

such as Efron's [6] 632b bootstrap and Weiss' LOO* [17] method. The principal advantage

claimed for the 632b estimator is that, though biased, it has a lower variance than the other

estimators. 632b is a weighted combination of the bootstrapping error rate (BOOT) and the

apparent error rate (APP), 632b = 0.632 BOOT -|- 0.368 APP.



Figure 1: A Simple Classifier

threshold, t

Weiss' LOO* estimator is{632b, if LOO <632b
2-CV*, if 2-CV* < LOO and 632b < LOO
LOO, otherwise

where LOO is the leave-one-out estimate and 2-CV* is 2-fold cross-validation iterated 100

times.

The essential properties of these various estimators can be shown, without loss ofgenerality, using

very simple data and a simple kind of classifier, as illustrated in Figure 1. The data population

consists of two equally likely classes (labeled 0 and 1), each normally distributed on a single real-

valued attribute (x), with different means (//q and fi\, fio < fii) but a common variance (assume

<7^ = 1.0, without loss of generality). From a sample of size N, the inferred classifier is:

C{t, a, b) = if (x < t) then class = a else class = b

where the threshold, t, and predicted class labels, (a,b), are determined from the training set (of

size Q < N) using a simple linear discriminant procedure (see [11] and [15, ch. 6]).

The least-error-rate classifier for these data would beC= C{T, 0,1), where T = {fio + //i)/2 is the

point where the two classes' density functions cross, as shown in Figure 1. The inherent error is

equal to the crosshatched area in Figure 1, provided that the two distribution curves are normalized

so that their combined area is unity.

For this model, several things can go wrong, as illustrated in Figure 2:



Figure 2; Sampling Errors
b. Class Reversal Erux

I I
T

1. All of the items in the training set could be the same class. For equally frequent classes, this

is unlikely (the probability of this happening in a random sample of size Q is 0.5'̂ "^). If

one of the classes is rare, this can be a real problem even for large Q, and special sampling

techniques may be needed. In these cases, the classifier always predicts whichever class is

observed in the training set, the true error is 50%, and the apparent error is zero.

2. The class means in the training set might be equal (this is rare, but may happen when the

X data are rounded values with few significant digits). In these cases, the classifier always

predicts whichever class is more frequent in the training set, the true error is 50%, and the

apparent error is the proportion of the other class in the training set.

3. The estimated threshold t can differ from T (as shown in Figure 2a), so that the induced

classifier C{t, 0,1) has a greater true error rate than does C = C{T, 0,1).

4. The training set's mean values for classes 0 and 1 might be reversed (as shown in Figure 2b),

causing the true error rate to be very large. In the figure, this would be pretty rare for large

training sets (but stiU with a finite likelihood). If /zq and ni were closer together, however,

the likelihood of this reversal would increase (reaching 50% when Ho and fj,i are equal).



3 Experimental

Monte Carlo techniques were used to generate 100 pseudorandom samples of various sizes from

populations with several different inherent error rates:

N € {10, 20, 30, 50, 100}

and {fii - fio) / 2(7 e {0, 0.253, 0.674, 1.284, 1.645, 2.054, 2.327, 3.090}

(The corresponding inherent minimum error rates are respectively 50, 40, 25, 10, 5, 2, 1, and 0.1

percent.)

The C{t,a,b) classifier and its true error rate were calculated using the entire sample, and the

estimated error rates using the various methods were determined for each sample. Table 1 sum

marizes the mean bias and precision (the average and rms values of (EST - TER), over all 4,000

samples, where EST is the estimated error rate and TER the true error rate). The average incre

mental cost of each estimator ((average run-time for N items) / N), normalized relative to 10-fold

cross-validation is also shown.

The relative cost values should be viewed with the important caveat that it-fold cross-validation

would be Q{kN) rather than Q{N) for many inference methods {e.g., decision trees). In discrim

inant analysis, each of the series of k classifiers required for cross-validation can be derived from

one of the others in Q{N/k) time, resulting in a linear cross-validation cost.

For decision trees, omitting one instance rather than another might affect the order of the decision

nodes and there is no simple way to evaluate this. The entire inference procedure must be done

k times for A;-fold cross-validation, giving a Q{kN) cross-validation cost. For the leave-one-out

method, k = N, giving 0(iV^) cost.

The Q{kN) costs column in Table 1reflects the results of subtracting the coefficient of the Q{N/k)

component and adding kx the incremental cost of re-computing a classifier to the cross-validation

and LOO* costs and re-normalizing. The normalized costs ofthe independent subsamples (ISS) and

bootstrapping (BOOT and 632b) methods are reduced by a factor of8 (not 10, due to subtracting

the Q{N/k) component).



Estimator

t

2-CV

5-CV

10-CV

LOO

2-CV

5-CV

10-CV

BOOT

632b

LOO*

(A-CV)
X 1

X 1

X 1

X 2

Table 1: Overall Results

ATER

t

Precision Q{N)
C.V.

fCost

.48

.62

.69

.81

.90

.93

1

1.6

94

98

105

173

173

267

e{kN)
C.V.

f Cost

.06

.08

.09

.10

.29

.55

1

iV/10
29

56

101

22

22

51+iV/lO

t ISS is independent subsamples, Q = [(k —l)N/k\
APR is apparent error, {Q = N)
k-C\ is fc-fold cross-validation

LOO is leave-one-out, N-CY
BOOT is bootstrapping

f ATER = average(TER(Training Set) - TER(Wliole Sample))
where TER is the true error rate

f Relative to 0(A) and Q{kN) cross-validation (see text)



The independent subsamples (ISS) estimators appear to be unbiased, but they give unbiased esti

mates of the error rate of a less accurate classifier (on the average) than would have been inferred

using the whole sample (see the column headed ATER). These estimators also have relatively poor

precision. ATER is approximately proportional to and the precision (excepting that of the

apparent accuracy, APP) is approximately proportional to where \N/k] is the test subset

The apparent error rate (APP) is optimistically biased.

Two-fold cross-validation (2-CV) is biased to about the same degree as the apparent error, but in

the opposite (pessimistic) direction. Its precision is somewhat poorer than the precision of APP,

and about the same as for ISS with A; = 2. Iterating 2-CV 100 times significantly improves the

precision, but does not remove its bias; it is also very costly. Since the driving force behind using

the various re-sampling methods is that using the apparent error is unsatisfactory because it is

biased, the 2-CV estimator does not appear to be useful. In common with the 50% {k = 2) ISS

method, it merely replaces the apparent error with an estimator having the opposite bias; further,

its cost is greater than either APP or ISS.

5-fold cross-validation (5-CV) is less biased and and 10-fold (10-CV) virtually unbiased, and both

have approximately the same precision as the apparent error rate. Iterating these improves the

precision, but less so for 10-CV and less for 5-CV than for 2-CV. The leave-one-out (LOO) estimator

seems to have no significant bias, and approximately the same precision as APP, 5-CV, and 10-CV.

It would be pointless to iterate leave-one-out, since the same result would be obtained on each

iteration. As k increases, the improvement in precision resulting from iterating A;-CV decreases

rapidly, vanishing as A; —> N. Considering aU the factors (lack of bias, precision, and computational

cost), uniterated 10-CV seems to be the best of the cross-validation methods. Uniterated 10-CV

also has better accuracy and precision than the ISS methods, but at a 2x to lOx increase in

computational cost.

The unmodified bootstrap estimator has less bias than 2-CV iterated 100X, and comparable preci

sion and cost. The 632b hybrid estimator has about the same precision and cost as the unmodified

bootstrap without its bias, and 632b is thus a betterestimator than theunmodified bootstrap. The

LOO* hybrid has greater cost than, and about the same precision as 632b. Efron's 632b hybrid



seems to be the best of the bootstrap and hybrid methods.

The 632b results are surprising, in Ught of Efron's [6] original results showing that 632b was

optimistically biased. Efron's [6] 632b conclusions were based on only 5 experiments, aU at very

lowsample sizes{N = 14or 20), high inherent error (about 31%,only 0.5cr separation of the classes),

and multivariate normal distributions. Recent work by Davison and Hall [5] and by Fitzmaurice, et

al [7] showed that the differences in bias and variability emerge strongly only when the populations

are very close or the sample sizes very small.

Figure 3 shows the bias for small samples {N = 10,20,50, for aU populations in the test) relative

to the true error rate. Each point in Figure 3 represents the average error rate within an interval

defined by (true error rate = .05A: ± .025, for A; G {0.. .20}), with a vertical bar representing the

±2a limits for each of the points. These data were then smoothed,® which is shown as a solid curve

in Figure 3, contrasted to the dashed line representing zero bias.

The curves all show an optimistic bias when the true error rate is very high (above about 50%),

that is, when the training set's class means are reversed (see Figure 2) or the class proportions in

the training set are very different from those in the population. Both of these conditions arise from

a subsample that is not representative of the population, and each is more likely to occur in very

small samples.

In the middle range of true error rate (between 0.1 and 0.5) 632b has a consistent optimistic bias

for N —10 which is absent for N > 20. 10-CV is relatively unbiased in this region for aU sample

632b has moderately better precision than 10-CV, but at much higher cost (see Table 1). Both are

optimistically biased at very high error rates, especially for very small samples. At such high error

rates and small samples, this is likely to be of little consequence because these classifiers are not

useful. At mid-range error rates (10% to 50%), 632b is optimistically biased for very small samples

(N = 10).

In principle a trade-off might be made, trading increased cost and perhaps a bias for small samples

to gain improved precision. In practice, the increased cost is likely to be prohibitive. In a recent

^By applying the filter z* = (yk-2 + 2yk-i -h3yk + 2yk+i -t- yk+2) / 9.



Figure 3: Small Sample Bias of 10-CV and 632b
a. lOCVBIAS (N = 10)

0.1 02 0.3 0.4

TRUE ERROR RATE

c. 10CVBIAS (N = 20)

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

TRUE ERROR RATE

e. 10CVBIAS (N = 50)

0.1 02 0.3 o;4 o;5 0'.6
TRUE ERROR RATE

b. 632bBIAS (N = 10)

TRUE ERROR RATE

d. 632b BIAS (N = 20)

TRUE ERROR RATE

f. 632b BIAS (N = SO)

TRUE ERROR RATE



decision tree study [14] involving a variety of populations, 10-fold cross-validation times ranged

from about 1 second to nearly 30 minutes, with about 1 minute being typical. 632b would typically

require about 20 minutes for those data sets, and would have taken nearly 10 hours for the most

complex case. The cost of 632b seems too high for routine use.

4 Hypothesis Testing

Given a classifier and an estimate of its error rate, the true error rate might be substantially higher

or lower than the estimate. In view of this, the point estimate (single value) is of little utility

unless its uncertainty is also somehow indicated. One way to do this is to give the precision or the

standard deviation of the estimate's sampling distribution. Another way is to specify a confidence

interval, a region which contains the relatively plausible values of the true error. When the samphng

distribution is skewed (asymmetric), as is frequently the case for error rates, a correctly defined

confidence interval is more informative than the standard deviation.

Thus far, we have been concerned with the applications of statistical inference for estimation —

using sample characteristics to infer population characteristics. That is, inferring a classifier (a set

of rules or functions predicting the classifications of items in the population), and estimating its

true error.

Another, equally important, aspect of statistical inference is hypothesis testing — using sample

information to answer questions about the population. One such question is whether a given

classifier correctly predicts the classifications of items in the population. The various methods for

estimating the true error rate can be thought of as alternative methods for assessing the truth of

the hypothesis that the classifier's predictions are correct.

Another hypothesis that we frequently wish to test is that the true error rates of two alternative

classifiers are different (i.e., that one classifier predicts more accurately than the other). This

question is more conveniently posed as the null hypothesis — the hypothesis that the true error

rates are equal.

The ability to answer the following two questions is particularly important:

1. Within what interval is the true error rate to be found with a 95% (or 99%) confidence?



2. Given another classifier having a different estimated error rate, how confident can one be that

its true error rate is different from that of the first classifier?

The probability of m misclassified items in a sample of size N drawn at random from a distribution

with a true error rate of r is given by the binomial distribution:

The expected number oferrors is E{m) = Nt and its variance is Var(m) = Nt{1 - r). All of the

analyses given here assume that the number of errors is binomially distributed, even though the

subsampling estimator methods are somewhat different from the simple random sampling scheme

from which the binomial is derived.

To test whether the binomial assumption is valid for cross-validation, 1000 samples of size N = 100

leading to classifiers with virtually identical trueerror rates (r = 0.0203±0.0001) were accumulated

(by repeatedly generating random samples from a population having 0.02 inherent error until 1,000

samples in the target range were obtained). The number of errors found in 10-fold cross-validation

of these samples was compared to the frequencies expected for a binomial with N = 100 and

T= 0.0203. The differences are small = 9.05, with 7degrees offreedom, which is not statistically

significant).

5 Confidence Intervals

5.1 Textbook Confidence Limits

A commonly used expression for the approximate (1 - a) confidence interval is

^ (2^ ^ "̂ \/f(l-c)/^
(M is the test set size, m the number of errors found in the test set, e = m/M the estimated

error rate, and t is Student's t for probability level a/2 and M - 1 degrees offreedom, for the 95%

confidence level and M > 20, t ft 2).

Equation 2 is commonly given in introductory texts, and henceforth we refer to these limits as

the textbook limits. It is derived (see Anderson [2, pp. 340-341]) by assuming that the binomial



distribution of the integer number of errors m, is approximately a normal distribution. The 1/(2M)

'continuity correction' term is often omitted (see [2, p. 322] and CART [3, Ch. 11], for instance).

This normal approximation to the discrete binomial distribution is vabd [10, p. 187] whenever®

Me{\ —e) > 10, but can be quite misleading for small sample sizes or low error rates. Since the

goal of the classification exercise is to achieve the smallest possible error rate, it is questionable

whether these textbook limits are an adequate approximation to a good (less than 5% error rate)

classifier's (1 —a) confidence limits unless the test set is very large. Breiman, et al [3, p. 308],

for instance, report that noticeably more than 5% of the data faU outside ±2^/^(1 —€)/M limits.

Empirically, the textbook limits are much too narrow, especially for low estimated error rates

(see Table 2, where overall 12% of the data fall outside the textbook approximate 95% confidence

interval, and 30% of the data at e = 0 lie outside the interval).

5.2 More Exact Confidence Limits

The binomial distribution (Equation 1) expresses the probability of m errors given the test size

size, M, and the true error rate, r; that is, P{m \ M,t}. Confidence intervals for r require that

one be able to answer such questions as how likely is it that r is less than some particular value x,

given M and m? That is, what is P{t < x \ M, m}, the posterior distribution of r?

Bayesian analysis (see, for instance, [8, pp. 76-78] and [9, pp. 18-33]) gives a Beta distribution,

illustrated in Figure 4, as the posterior distribution of r:

P{t <XIM, m)} =/(x, m-j- 0.5, M- m-1- 0.5) = f Be(r, m-1- 0.5, N—m+0.5) dr (3)
Jo

Where Be(r, u, v) is the Beta probability distribution and I(r, u, v) is the Incomplete Beta function,

with parameters u and v. (See the Appendix and the cited sources for information on these

functions.) For this distribution, the posterior mean (p) and variance (a^) of the true error are

p = [m + 0.5)/{M+ 1) and cr^ = p{l —p)/{M -|- 2), and the most likely value (the mode) is

0, if m = 0
mode = •! (m - 0.5)/(M - 1), if 0 < m < M

1, if m = M

®Anderson & Sclove [2, p. 322] give this criterion as Me > 5 and M(1 —e) > 5.



Figure 4: The Beta Distribution
a. Beta Density Function
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TRUE ERROR RATE (TER)

b. Cumulative Beta Function
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Note the apparent paradox that, while the expected value of the estimated error rate e = m/M

is equal to the true error, E{m/M | r) = r, the expected value of the true error given mfM is

sUghtly different from m/M, E{t | m,M) = (m+ 0.5)/(M + l). (See the Appendix for a discussion

of this point.) The mean /x is nearer to 0.5 than is e = m/M. The variance jg larger than

= c(l - e)/M for low error rates, m/M < 0.1, and for very high error rates, m/M > 0.9, and is

less than for 0.15 < m/M < 0.85 (provided that M > 4).

The (1- a) confidence interval can be found by solving the Incomplete Beta function as illustrated

in Figure 4b, though this can be very difficult in practice (see the Appendix).

Empirical results for these exact Beta function limits compared to the textbook limits are sum

marized in Table 2. Overall, the Beta limits are a fairly good approximation to 95% confidence

(6% of the data fall outside the limits, contrasted to 12% for the textbook limits). When the

number of errors in the test set is zero, the Beta limits are too conservative (including 99% rather

than 95%), but they are certainly a great improvement over the textbook limits. For the bulk of

the data (0 < m < 50%), however, there is little to choose between the two sets of limits. They

are about equally distant from 95%, too libercd for the Beta limits and too conservative for the

textbook limits. At very high error rates, many points lie outside both sets oflimits, reflecting the

bias previously noted in that region.

An approximation to these Beta limits canbe obtained by assuming that the distribution is normal

and using its known mean /x and variance cr^. The resulting expression is similar in form to the



Table 2: Empirical Tests of Confidence Intervals

overall

Percentage Outside Nominal 95% Limits
Beta Distribution vs Textbook Limits

m = 0 0 < TO < M/2 TO > M/2
Beta Text Beta Text Beta Text Beta Text

t book t book t t book t book

10 5.1 6.3 14 .9 2.0 29 7.0 5.2 1.6 14 24 5

20 5.8 5.6 10 0 4.1 20 7.9 4.9 2.9 13 13 13

30 6.6 5.8 12 1.3 1.7 30 8.4 5.4 3.3 11 20 9

50 6.1 5.0 14 2.6 2.6 42 6.2 4.5 3.4 15 15 11

100 6.3 7.0 10 1.4 13.1 39 7.0 5.1 3.0 10 10 9

avg 6.0 5.9 12 1.1 3.9 30 7.3 5.0 3.0 13 16 9

I from solving the Incomplete Beta Function
t using the normal approximation (Eqn. 4)

textbook limits, but has a different mean and standard deviation;

from Beta: u ± 1.96 a « e + ± 1.96 <t (4)
2M ^ ^

textbook: e ± (--r + ts) (see Equation 2)
2M

The differences between the two expressions are on the order of 1/M, and lie in the sign of the

1/2M term and, especially, in the magnitude of the standard deviation terms. (The constant factor

1.96 was used here rather than Student's t because it provided a better fit to the empirical data.)

Table 2 also summarizes the results of applying these limits, which are a better fit than was obtained

from numerically solving the Incomplete Beta function.

5.3 Confidence Intervals for 632b

As shown in Figure 5a, the precision of the 632b estimator (cre32b) is strongly correlated with that

of 10-fold cross-validation (ctcv)- (Each point in the figure is the rms precision of each method

measured over 100 samples of the same size from a given population.) The data has a sUght

curvature, and the degree of curvature varies with the sample size. As shown in Figure 5b, the

data are well described by the following empirical model: (T6326 = (^cv (1 —0.3968 (Tcv A^/^) (since

0 < cTcv < 0.5A~^/^, this model is strictly non-negative). An approximate confidence interval for

632b can be obtained by substituting a —0-6326 and /j, = {N 632b -f- 0.5)/(A -|- 1) in Equation 4.

Empirical results using these limits are summarized in Table 3.
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6 Significance Tests

The level of significance a is the probability, given that the null hypothesis is true, of obtaining

the test statistic's value or a more extreme value (in a two-sided test, a value having greater

magnitude). The nuU hypothesis for comparing the estimated error rates of two inferred classifiers

is the hypothesis that the true error rates of the classifiers are equal. The level of significance is

commonly expressed as its converse, (1 —a), the confidence level.

If the confidence level is sufficiently high (typically 95% or 99%), we reject the nuU hypothesis

and assert that the classifiers' true error rates are different. If the confidence level is lower than

our critical value, we accept the null hypothesis and assert that the classifiers' true error rates are

equal. There is a risk associated with either assertion:

• In a Type I error we reject the nuU hypothesis when it is true (we wrongly assert that the

true error rates are different), a is a measure of the risk of making a Type I error.

• In a Type II error we accept the null hypothesis when it is false (we wrongly assert that the

true error rates are equal). The risk of making a Type II error is neither a nor (1 —a), because

the assessment of a explicitly assumes the proposition being asserted (see [10, pp. 370-376]

for a discussion of this point). The risk of making a Type II error is not usually assessed in

significance testing.

In classifier inference problems, the null hypothesis asserts only that the two classifiers' true error

rates are equal. In order to assess a, it is necessary to specify either the value or the probability

distribution of this common true error rate r and, typically, neither of these is known. Any

value obtained for a is thus conditional on whatever assumptions are made concerning r and its

distribution. AU subsequent use of the symbol a should be understood to represent a conditional

estimate of the true significance level.

6.1 A Common Mistake

A common mistake in testing whether two classifiers' error rates are different is to check whether one

estimated error rate is outside the confidence interval for the true error rate of the other estimate.



Comparing the higher estimate to the upper bound for the lower (by analogy to CART's 1-SE

rule [3, pp. 78-80], which was developed for a more specialized use) is logically inappropriate:

1. It is a one-sided test — a one-sided test is appropriate only if it is known that one classifier

has a lower true error than the other. If that were known, ofcourse, there would be no point

in making the comparison unless one were willing to accept a slightly higher error rate in

exchange for reduced complexity (which, to be fair to CART, is the context in which their

1-SE rule was proposed).

2. If the textbook confidence interval is used, this interval is too narrow for low error rates,

which leads to a high likelihood of Type I error. The problem is particularly severe when the

error rates are low and the continuity correction is not used (the interval is too narrow, even

with the correction).

3. Even if the improved confidence interval given in the previous section is used, it is still too

narrow (again leading to Type I error). The quantity being tested is the difference between

the twoestimates, and the variance of the difference of two independent random variables is

the sum of their variances.

Note — The 1-SE rule was developed in the narrow context of selecting which members of a set of

trees (each ofwhich is derived by differently pruning a larger tree) have error rates comparable to

the candidate which appears to be best, and should be evaluated for their complexity. The error

rates of this series of related trees are not independent, and it is difficult to know the distribution of

the differences in estimated rates (the varianceof the difference is the sum of the two variances less

twice the covariance ofthe two estimates, but the covariance is unknown and probably significant).

Including a pruned tree in the set to be studied when its estimated error rate is within 1 standard

deviation of the lowest error rate found is a heuristic which should be judged empirically in the

narrow domain for which it was intended.

The difficulty arises when something like the 1-SE rule (specifically the -1-1.645-SE and ±2-SE

rules), where SE= >/e(l - e)/M, is used as aone-sided ortwo-sided significance test for independent

estimates. CART [3, p. 306-309] suggests a ±2-SE rule, but notes that rather more than 5% of the

data are outside these limits.



Table 4: Normal Approximation - Exact Calculation

Greatest Difference Observed

Estimated

1 — Q

(1 - a) = 0
0 < (1 - a) < .9
.9< (1-a) < 1

(l-a) = l
overall

Test Set Sizes

Equal
text

book Beta

0 0

.019 .012

.009 .009

.000 .000

.019 .012

Unequal
text

book Beta

0 0

.000 .000

.051 .042

6.2 A Textbook Significance Test

An approximate (1- a) confidence level significance test for the difference betweentwoindependent

error rate estimates (ci = mi/Mi and 62 = 1712/1^2) is given by (see [2, pp 412-415]): a « 2$(Z),

where $(x) is the cumulative standard normal distribution, and Z = —\ €i —€2 \ /s. (Here,

= To{\-To){l/Mi+ l/M2), where tq is a weighted average error rate, tq = (mi4-m2)/(Mi-|-Af2),

Mi is the test set size for estimate i, and rrii is the number of errors found in test set i.)

When the nuU hypothesis is true, this textbook normal approximation is fairly good even when

the underlying binomial distribution of the two estimates is far from normal. The approximation

is poorer when the sample sizes are unequal and one of them is small.

The relative likelihood of various values of (ci - €2) can be calculated directly from the binomial

probabilities. This procedure provides a means for estimating (1 —a) for small test sets, even

when the.normal approximation is not good. Empirical tests were run comparing confidence levels

calculated in this way (and assuming that both classifiers' true error rates were the same and equal

to To) to the confidence levels calculated from the textbook formula.

The textbook formula gives estimates of (1 —a) that are very close to those calculated from the

binomial frequencies, particularly when the sample sizes are equal. Summary statistics for their

differences are given in Table 4. The textbook solution is very close, even when then test set sizes

are unequal and very small. Notably, this is true in the crucial region .9 < (1 - a) < 1, where the

critical values are to be found in most applications.



6.3 A More Accurate Significance Test

The (1- a) estimates resulting from the textbook formula are very precise; but, are they accurate?

It must be remembered that these values are conditional on the assumption that the true error rate

is closely approximated by tq = (mi + m2)/{Mi + M2).

It might be argued from the Law of Large Numbers (Law of Averages) that, under the null hy

pothesis, the true error rate is probably closer to tq than to either {mi!Mi) or (m2/M2). It might

also be argued based on our definition of the sample as being all the data available that, if the

test set comprises the entire sample (as in either cross-validation or bootstrapping), this is the best

estimate of the true error available. Neither of these arguments is valid, however, if the individual

(mi/Mi) estimates are biased.

Earlier (see Section 5.2), we noted that the expected value of the true error given an observation

of mi errors in a test set of size Mi is given approximately by fii = (mi -|- 0.5)/(Mi-f 1), indicating

that the (mi/Mi) components lying behind the textbook formula are both biased. Using the less

biased estimates /i,- instead of c,- gives: a = ^(Z),

where Z = - \ (fii - fj,2 - 'Afl) \ jo (5)

<7 = i]t,(\ - r.)(l/(Mi +2) +1/(M2 +2))

T* = (mi -f m2 -t- 0.5)/(Mi -f- M2 -|-1)

and = (Mir« -f- 0.5)/(Mi -I- 1) - (M2r. -|- 0.5)/(M2 -t-1)

is the expected (mean) value of (^1 —^12) (zero, if Mi —M2)

Again, the probabibty distribution of (^i —fJ.2) can be calculated exactly from the binomial frequen

cies for the m,-, by assuming that r = Values of (1—a) estimated from the normal approximation

of Equation 5 are comparedto these moreexact calculations in Table 4. The precision of the normal

approximation is very comparable to that found earlier for the textbook approximation.

Table 5 compares these estimates of (1 - a) to those obtained from the textbook formula. The

textbook estimates of (1 - a) are high, but they are quite good considering how small these test

sets are. There is, however, a higher risk of Type I error when the textbook formula is used than

when the unbiased formula is used.



Table 5: Unbiased vs. Textbook Significance

Textbook (1 —a) - Unbiased (1 —a)
Estimated

1 — Q

(1 - a) = 0
0 < (1 - a) < .9
.9 < (1-a) < 1

overall

6.4 A Significance Test for 632b

Test Set Sizes

equal unequal

As noted in Section 5.3, the precision of the 632b estimates is related to that of the 10-CV estimates

by: (T6326 = (^cv (1 —0.3968 (Tcv "s/A). This carries over directly to significance tests by substituting

(76326 for a^nd substituting {Ni 632bi) for m, in Equation 5.

7 Conclusions and Recommendations

1. 10-fold Cross-Validation (10-CV) is found to be the best method for estimating the whole-

sample classifier's error rate. Its lack of bias and its precision are equivalent to those of the

leave-one-out method, at lower computational cost.

The single independent subsamples method results in a classifier with poorer expected accu

racy than 10-CV, and an error rate estimator with significantly greater variance than 10-CV.

Iterating 10-CV has only a minor effect on its variance, insufficient to justify the additional

The 632b bootstrap method has lower variance than 10-CV (its variance averages 80% that

of 10-CV), but at a much greater cost. The cost of bootstrapping is too high for routine use,

but it would be beneficial and, perhaps, affordable for very small samples. The 632b method

may be optimistically biased for very small (N « 10) samples.

2. The textbook formula based on the normal approximation to the binomial (i.e., ±2(t) is not

a good approximation to the confidence interval of an error rate estimator for small samples

or low error rates, even if a 'continuity adjustment' is made. When the number of observed



errors in the test set is less than 5, the more exact limits calculated from the Beta distribution

should be used.

3. The confidence interval for a single estimate (even the more exact Beta distribution hmit)

does not provide a good significance test for the difference between two estimated error rates.

These limits, especially the ±2-SE limits, have a high hkelihood of Type I error.

4. For comparing two independent error rates based on small samples, the textbook normal

approximation using the combined variance entails a slightly greater risk of committing Type

I errors than the more exact method given here based on the Beta distribution. The difference

in computational effort between the two methods is trivial, so the more exact method should

be used.

A Appendix — The Beta Distribution

What is the posterior distribution of the true error r, P{t < x \ M,m}, given a test set of M items

and that the observed number of errors m is binomiaUy distributed?

The binomial distribution is

The expected value (mean) of m/M is E{m/M) = r, and its variance is = r(l - r)/M. From

this, one might surmise that the expected value of r given m/M would be m/M, but this is not so

because it is possible to obtain the result m = 0 when r 0:

P{m = 0 I M = 10, r = 0} = 1
P{m = 0 I M = 10, r = 0.1} = 0.3487
P{m = 0 IM = 10,r = 0.2} = 0.1074

P{m = 0 1M = 10,r = 1} = 0

The expected value of r given m/M (in particular, and the posterior distribution in general)

depends on the relative likehhood of finding various values of r, regardless of m/M. This a priori,

unconditional probability function /(t) is known as the prior distribution or simply the prior of r.

The relationship between the prior and posterior distributions is given by Bayes' Theorem:



P{t <X\M^rri) =J P{m \M,T}f{T)dT j J P{m |M, r}/(r)c?r

or by the derivative of this expression evaluated at a; = r, the posterior density function:

f{T<x\M,m} =P{m\M,r}f{T) j J P{m |M, r}/(r)dr

It is convenient if /(r) can be expressed in such a form that Bayes' Theorem is easily integrated;

such priors are sometimes called conjugate priors. The Beta distribution with parameters u and

V, Be(r, u, u), is a family of conjugate priors (sometimes called Beta priors or Dirichlet priors) for

the binomial which are capable of expressing, to at least a very good approximation, a very wide

variety of plausible prior distributions of r (see Iversen [9, pp. 18-33]).

Be(r, u, v) = /P(u, v)

where B(u,v) = f (I —t)^~^dr = r(u)r(u) / r(u-f-u) is the Beta function
Jo

r(2) is the Gamma function, a generalization of the factorial. For positive integers n, r(n) = (n—1)!.

In general, r(2:) = (z —l)r(2 —1) and, in particular, r(l/2) = s/tt. See [1, pp. 255-258,944-945]

for information on these functions.

These Beta priors give a Beta distribution as the posterior:

/(r I M, m) = Be(T, m-\- u, M —m + v)

P{t <X1M, m} =/(a;, m-fu, M—m-\- v)= f Be(r, Tn +u, M—m+v)dT
Jo

where I(x, m + u, M —m + v) is the Incomplete Beta function. For this Beta distribution, the

posterior mean (expected value, p), and variance (tr^), of the true error rate r are

p = [m + u)l{M -f « 4- u) (T^ = /i(l —p)/{M -|- u -f u -f 1)

and the most likely value (the mode) is

0, if m = 0
mode = •! (m-|-u - 1)/(M-|-u-|-u —2), if 0 < m < M

1, if m = Af



Hartigan [8, pp. 48-50,76-78] gives a synopsis ofarguments leading to Be(r, 1/2,1/2), the Jeffreys

prior [12], as a good choice for finding confidence intervals from the binomial. This leads to

P{t < X\ M,m} = I(x, m -|- 0.5, M —m + 0.5) (6)

3.m+0.5(i _ f ~ 5(m + 1.5, i + 1) ,,.1 ]
(m +0.5)5(m-f 0.5, M-m +0.5) \ ^ +1, i+1) ^ j

For large values of M and m the series in Equation 6 converges very slowly, and solutions to

determine the confidence interval are very sensitive to numerical precision errors (including the

use of Stirling's [1, p. 257] approximation for r(z)). For m > M/2, advantage can taken of the

symmetry of the Incomplete Beta function, I{x,u,v) - 1- I{1- x,v,u). For m > 0, advantage

can be taken of the recurrence relation I(x, u,v) = x /(x, u - 1,v) -|- (1 - x) /(x, u,v- 1).

The results of solving Equation 6 are shown in Table 2 in the body of this paper. While certainly

an improvement over the textbook formula, these limits stiU only approximate the (1 - a) interval

(see [8, pp. 48-50] regarding limitations on the Jeffreys prior for two-sided confidence intervals).

Considering the effort involved in solving Equation 6, it is fortunate that the normal approximation

to the Incomplete Betafunction used here (Equation 4) is adequate (and, in fact, gives a better fit

to the empirical data than is furnished by the numerical solutions, see Table 2).

The uniform prior, /(r) = 1, is a special case (/(r) = Be(r, 1,1)) of the Beta priors, expressing

complete ignorance as to r. The most important argument against the uniform prior is that the

resulting posterior distribution does not fit the empirical data (both the mean and variance of the

posterior are too large). A qualitative a priori argument against the uniform prior for classification

problems takes note of the following facts:

• The true error rates being estimated are those of classifiers inferred from the sample. The

inferred classifier always correctly predicts the class of some of the items in its training set.

Those items are members of the population, therefore the error rate tested on the entire

population cannot be 1.

• Populations involving actual measurements and observations, as opposed to hypothetical

populations, always involve measurement, observation, and recording errors, and frequently

have missing or inconsistent data. The inherent error of these real-world populations is



Table 6: Mean Error of Largest Class Rule

Sample
Size

N

8

16

32

64

128

Average Error Rate
Number of Classes

= 2 q = 3 0 = 4

.30 .29 .21

.28 .29 .14

.27 .29 .10

.29 .06

.26 .29

unlikely to be zero. Even if the inherent error were zero, the inference method usually entails

a language-intrinsic error which is non-zero. Therefore, it is very unlikely that the true error

rate will be zero.

• We know, a priori that we can construct a classifier — tossing a coin — that has a true error

rate of 50% for large populations. Our ex post, more informed, inference methods should

certainly be able to do at least this well. Therefore, true error rates greater than 50% are

relatively unlikely.

• We know, a priori that we can construct a classifier which makes minimal use of the sample

data — always predicting whichever class has the largest frequency in the sample — that

has an expected^ true error rate less than 50% (typically less than 33%). Our more informed

inference methods should certainly be able to do at least this well. Therefore, true error rates

larger than 33% are relatively unlikely.

t This can be derived from the multinomial distribution,

P{Ni,---,N,\N,pu---,P,}^N\ f[{p '̂ / Ni^)
1= 1

if we are given a suitable prior for the joint distribution of the pi (where q is the

number of classes in the population, p,- is the fraction of class i in the population,

and Ni is the number of class i items in the sample). It is more convenient to use

Monte Carlo techniques, and some typical simulation results are shown in Table 6.

A non-uniform Beta distribution (see Figure 4, for instance) is consistent with these qualitative

observations concerning the prior for r.
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